
 

AUTOMATIC GATES CAN WE CLAD OUR GATES? 

 

‘Can we have our open gates clad?’  This is a common request where there is a need for 

additional privacy or noise reduction. It is a good question and the answer like most 

automatic gate questions, is never straight forward.  

 

   
 

The main problem with adding any cladding to a gate is that it will affect the performance 

of the automation and add to wind resistance, causing the motor/operator to stall. The 

remedy for this is to increase the pressure on the unit and add force strong enough to 

move the gate in either direction, during high wind (just when you need it most to be 

reliable) 

 

Force limitation is a requirement of the machinery directive and adding wind resistive 

features of any kind, limits the ability for the system to comply with the current 

regulations. 

 

  
 

‘What does this mean to us?’ As the owner of the ‘in situ machine’ it is your legal 

requirement to ensure its safe operation and use throughout. As the maintainer of your 

machine we have an obligation to advise you to avoid risk where ever practical and 

remind you that it is your ultimate decision. 

 



‘Ok so if we were to go ahead and the cladding caused non compliance, what are our 

options?’ To comply without the approved force testing procedure and results, additional 

safety devices need to be fitted to the system. These devices react to prevent or minimise 

risk where the force of the gate is of real concern. 

 

  
 

‘How?’ Safety Curtains and Radar units are an example of what can be fitted, as they 

sense hazard before or as the moving gate is obstructed. Safety Edges can be used to stop 

or reverse incident physically and are used accordingly. 

 

The force from a system varies according to where it is tested or requires protection. The 

leading edge of a swing gate carries less operational force than that at or toward the hinge 

point, much the same principle as any door around the house. So protection at the most 

critical areas of risk are always recommended. 

 

  
 

‘What else should we consider?’ This may sound odd, but not seeing in! Also means you 

can not see out! And that should be taken into account. Also the cladding its self may add 

to upkeep costs and in some cases, if it is not adequately secured, noise. 

 

Manual release from outside the property could be obstructed and need addressing? 

 

Every day, people make changes to their property, considering the consequences is a real 

advantage! 
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